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Two and Two

LYRICS

(written 1997)

Can you put two and two together now,
Can you see what's going on?
Are you the one who came in late?
Who, with an eyes-wide realisation thought
"How can this carry on?!"
Well, if topsy-turvy's fit to bust, can only be
The fools to laugh are first
So can you put two and two together now,
Can you see what's going on?
Are you the one who came in late?
Who... unable to now resist, breathed deep
And entered into fate
So, can you put two and two together now,
Can you see what's going on?
Are you the one, are you the one..?
Are you the one who came in late?
Well, if running ever comes to stop
Won't you look around?
'cause, you've sown a lengthy crop, boy.

(from Two and Two EP)
Still lights up the Rain (written 2005)
Watching for the Stars in the City skies
Amber reflections banish them from our eyes
As we sit here smiling in the Garden of Eden
Overgrown by the years of neglect
By unnamed others, a legacy of the past imperfect
But a saving grace transforms the face
Of the luminescent thief of the stars
As I raise my eyes to Heaven
To take in the air and breathe in the sight
Forgiveness shows the brightness
In a very different light
'cause it still lights up the Rain

Swansong (written 2003)

So, can you put two and two together now,
Can you see what has to come?
Just a surface glance is not enough
'cause if you want to have some insight:
You gotta go in. You gotta go in!

No more will I take pleasure, in the little things
I will scatter James, to the Four Winds.

So, if turning round is turning up:
Remember me.
Trouble is the future's come
But it's still the past to me!

It's true I never saw this was coming
But I knew that in my heart, it would be harder
Than nothing I had ever conceived
And all I could do was to sing:

So, can you put two and two together now,
Can you see what's going on?
Are you the one who came in late?
Who, with an eyes-wide realisation thought
"How can this carry on?!"
Carry on... carry on... carry on...

No more will I take notice of, and play along
With an easy heart, untroubled games

Goodbye to the life, never say farewell to you
Cruel Fate wields the knife, cut off from all that I do
And it gets harder, the further that I go
And it won't be long, 'til I'm always wrong
And I sing my Swansong to you
No more will I be crying in the wilderness
But you'll never guess, where I'll be instead
No more will I be laughing, In the face of all
Like I'll never fall, looking blind... but I'll see
The act was a logical conclusion
'til I bowed out from my stage, without leaving yours
Struck dumb without any cards to play
And without any will left to sing:
Goodbye to the life, you know I can't call out to you
Resigned to the knife, to the root from which I grew
Can it prune harder? Or deeper than I knew?
Seemed to take so long, to get back home
And sing my Swansong to you.

Two and Two (2010)
1. Two and Two
2. *Sooner or Later (originally from 'Coming Home to Stay')
3. *Swansong (originally from 'Snapshot')
4. *Still Lights up the Rain (originally from 'Coming Home to Stay')
5. Faster than Light (live 2007) (originally from 'Alive in 2005')

Sooner or Later (written 2003)
When you look around the World
It's hard to imagine how things are gonna get better
Without feeling like an idealistic fool
Who's gone and traded dreams
For what's right before his eyes
Who sooner or later, has got to get Wise
And the troubles that we face
That time and time again come back to haunt us
With the feeling that we've all been here before
And we've gone and fallen for
The same old themes and lies
But sooner or later, we're gonna get Wise
Look again at all the questions
That we answered in whatever way we could
Without being in possession of the facts
Settling for Chimeras
That won't let truth arise
But sooner or later, we're gonna get Wise
Take a look into the Future
Perhaps you will already have been there
Without wordplay taken too far, can I say?
We could be reaching for the stars!
'cause surely we could make it if we tried
But sooner or later, we're gonna get Wise
When you look around the World
It's hard to imagine how things are gonna get better.

Faster than Light (written 2000)
I must be waking up again
I must be waking up again!
I've been the lonely man
Buried hammers in the sand
If you lose links down to the soil
Leads to pain and paranoia
Can love be faster than light?
With no fear things are as they seem
Hear now! Love is not a dream!
Hear now! Love is not a dream!
There's no need to be afraid
Can love be faster than light?
Laughing Bird rides the wind in you
A flash of light in the corner of your eye
Riding, the crest of a wave!
Give it some, you altered me, I still may be delivered!
I'll save a love and breathe us whole
Our mind free, humming rivers
Once a lover, thread the needle, far too small to fall
Going with the form who sees us
Being meaning all!
Can love be faster than light?
Mend the raiment fair to please us
Prepare you for the fight
We impartial from the start
We see the natural right!
Can love be faster than light?
A ray of hope, A flicker of the eye!
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